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We present the first ab initio prediction of localized electronic excited states in a periodically infinite
condensed phase, a heretofore intractable goal. In particular, we examined local excitations within a
CO molecule adsorbed on Pd(111). The calculation allows a configuration interaction treatment of a
local region, while its interaction with the extended condensed phase is described via an embedding
potential obtained from periodic density functional theory. Our work lays the foundation of a microscopic
understanding of photochemistry and spectroscopy on metal surfaces.
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A state-of-the-art investigation of adsorbates on
well-characterized surfaces provides insight into various
phenomena extending from heterogeneous catalysis to
photochemistry on surfaces. The characterization of
adsorption sites and energies, as well as reaction transition
states and pathways, has been an active area of experimental and theoretical research in the past few years.
Reference [1] contains representative papers with a focus
on the system CO兾Pd(111) studied in this Letter. Whereas
these studies mainly focus on electronic ground state properties, the investigation of electronically excited states of
adsorbates on surfaces is necessary for the understanding
of surface photochemistry. Only recently has the basic
mechanism of the most simple photochemical reaction
(laser-induced desorption) been clarified in a combined
experimental and theoretical effort for adsorbates on
insulator surfaces [2]. However, the reliable calculation
of excited states of adsorbates on metal surfaces remains
a challenge due to the delocalized electronic structure of
the substrate. To our knowledge there has been no first
principles approach to the calculation of localized excited
states for extended systems.
On the other hand, the investigation of ground state
properties such as adsorption energies and geometries often can be performed with reasonable accuracy within a
periodic density functional (DFT) or Hartree-Fock (HF)
theory [3]. However, these approaches inherently omit
a systematic treatment of electron correlation, since in
a DFT framework the exact exchange-correlation functional is unknown and HF calculations do not include
correlation effects by definition. Furthermore, a systematic treatment of local electronic excited states by DFT is
by no means straightforward, although eventually a timedependent density functional theory formalism or the GW
approximation [4] may prove tractable in the condensed
phase.
Alternatively, embedded cluster studies allow for an efficient and accurate calculation of electron correlation effects by means of configuration interaction (CI), coupled
cluster or perturbation theory [5], and are able to describe
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excited states of adsorbates on surfaces [2,6]. Up to now,
cluster models have been limited to substrates exhibiting a
localized electronic structure, e.g., insulators or semiconductors such as metal oxides or silicon. The inherent lack
of periodic boundary conditions in cluster calculations results in a poor description of systems with a delocalized
electronic structure such as metals.
We report in this Letter a unification of density functional theory and quantum chemistry, which combines the
advantages of both approaches (periodic boundary conditions and a local treatment of electron correlation and excited states). In our formalism, a representative region (i.e.,
the adsorption site), denoted as region I, contains the adsorbate and nearest neighbor surface atoms. This “cluster”
region is treated by accurate quantum chemical methods,
(e.g., HF, MP-n, or CI), where the influence of the environment (region II) is accounted for via a density-based
embedding operator constructed from a periodic DFT calculation. A total density rtot of the adsorbate/substrate
system is obtained using a pseudopotential/plane-wavebased code [7]. This density is kept fixed in the subsequent
embedded cluster study in which a HF calculation for the
cluster/adsorbate system is performed as a zeroth order approximation. The effect of the environment (region II) on
the cluster (region I) enters the HF equations via an effective local one-electron embedding operator ŷemb . In matrix
notation, the HF equations result in
X
X
(1)
共Fmn 1 Mmn 兲Cn,i 苷 ´i
Smn Cn,i ,
n

n

where Fmn and Smn denote the Fock- and overlap-matrix
elements in the Gaussian atomic orbital (AO) basis. ´i
and Cn,i denote the orbital energy and the molecular orbital expansion coefficients for the ith molecular orbital,
respectively. Mmn is the matrix representation of the embedding operator in the AO basis
Mmn 苷 具fmjŷemb jfn 典 .

(2)

Details about the formalism can be found elsewhere [8,9].
Very briefly, the embedding potential ŷemb resulting from
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the environment (region II) is constructed in a DFT formalism by taking the difference of the potentials arising
from the total system (described by the density rtot 苷
rI 1 rII ) and the potentials due to region I:
ŷemb 苷

µ

∂
dTs 关rI 兴
dTs 关rtot 兴
1 共VHtot 2 VHI 兲
2
drtot
drI

tot
I
I
tot
2 VNE
兲,
1 共VXC
兲 1 共VNE
2 VXC

(3)

dT 关r兴

s
where VH , VXC , VNE , and dr
denote the Hartree repulsion, exchange correlation, nuclear-electron attraction,
and kinetic energy potentials, respectively. The most challenging part is the kinetic energy potential, since the exact
form of the kinetic energy functional is unknown, analogous to the exact VXC . The sensitivity of the theory to the
choice of kinetic energy functionals will be shown later. It
I
I
, and VNE
are treated selfshould be noted that VHI , VXC
consistently in the solution of Eq. (1), while the remaining
terms are kept fixed [9,10]. The post-HF methods, MP-n
and CI, can be applied straightforwardly after the HF
equations have been solved [9]. In MP-n the embedding potential is constructed using a HF density, since
only a transformation of the two-electron integrals into the
molecular orbital basis is necessary to calculate the MP-n
energy correction. In an embedded complete active space
self-consistent field (CASSCF) or CI calculation also the
one-electron embedding integrals defined in Eqs. (2) and
(3) have to be transformed. In our implementation the embedding potential corresponds to HF embedding operators
when MP-n or CI is applied. However, in a CASSCF
scheme, yemb 关rI 兴 is constructed by using the CASSCF
density.
In this paper, we use a three-layer slab containing eight
Pd atoms per layer to model a Pd(111) surface, and a CO
molecule is placed at an fcc hollow site on one side of
the slab corresponding to a coverage of 0.125 monolayers
(Fig. 1). Convergence studies show that a three-layer slab
is sufficiently thick to accurately calculate properties such
as adsorption geometries and energies. This well-studied
benchmark system is ideally suited to judge the reliability of our new approach. The simulation cell, which
is periodically repeated in three dimensions, was large
enough 共5.52 Å 3 9.55 Å 3 16.00 Å兲 so that the interactions between the periodic slab images in the direction
normal to the Pd(111) surface were negligible. Nonlocal norm-conserving pseudopotentials, a plane-wave cutoff
of Ecut 苷 700 eV, and a surface Brillouin zone sampling
containing nine special k points have been used in order
to obtain an accurate total density, rtot . The substrate geometry was chosen to match the experimental bulk lattice
constant. Surface relaxation effects were found to be unimportant for adsorption properties of this system. However,
a full geometry optimization of the adsorbed CO molecule was performed using the PW91 gradient-corrected
exchange-correlation functional [11]. This results in an
DFT
adsorption energy of DEslab
苷 21.71 eV and a geometry

FIG. 1. Pd(111)兾CO: the slab model containing three Pd layers
with eight atoms per layer. The CO molecule adsorbs at an fcc
hollow site with the molecular axis parallel to the surface normal.
The stars indicate unoccupied fcc hollow sites.

defined by the interatomic distances d共C-O兲 苷 1.172 Å
and d共Pd-C兲 苷 2.096 Å.
For most calculations, the cluster used in our embedding
theory consists of the CO molecule and the three Pd atoms
of the fcc hollow site. Cluster size convergence was investigated for excited state calculations by including three
Pd atoms adjacent to the three Pd atoms of the adsorption site in the second layer, resulting in a Pd6 cluster.
In the quantum chemistry calculation, the core electrons
are treated within the effective core potential approximation [12,13] and the valence electrons are described by a
double zeta basis [14]. All calculations were performed
using a modified version of the HONDO quantum chemical
program [15].
In order to test the general validity of our approach, we
first performed a DFT calculation in region I in the presence of a DFT embedding potential. According to Eq. (4)
below, this simply should reproduce the DFT slab result,
since the correction term in parentheses will be zero. Indeed, the resulting ground state electron density in region I
is almost indistinguishable from the total density rtot obtained from the periodic slab calculation in the same region [9]. This proves that our embedding scheme properly
mimics the periodic boundary conditions necessary for a
description of metallic states and justifies the use of the
conventional gradient expansion for the kinetic energy potential, as well as approximation [10].
In order to test the reliability of our embedded cluster
model for the subsequent excited state calculations, we first
calculate a ground state property that has been measured
experimentally: the adsorption energy of CO on Pd(111).
We report the adsorption energy DEads as a correction
to the DFT results in Table I according to the following
expression [8]:
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Adsorption energy 共DEads 兲 for CO on Pd(111).
Pd3 兾CO Embedded

Pd3 兾CO Not embedded

22.13
21.42
21.55

21.75
24.55
25.03

E共HF兲
E共MP-2兲
E共MP-4兲
Eslab 共PW91兲

21.71

TABLE II. Adsorption energy Pd3 兾CO using different kinetic
energy functionals for the embedding potential.
DEads 兾eV

TTF 1 1兾9TvW

TTF

TZLP

E共HF兲
E共MP-2兲
E共MP-4兲

22.13
21.42
21.55

21.86
22.13
22.21

21.92
22.05
22.13

21.47 to 21.54 [16]

E共exp兲

DEads 苷
ab initio
denotes
DEI

DFT
DEslab

共DEIab initio

DEIDFT 兲 .

(4)
1
2
the ab initio adsorption energy of the
embedded cluster/adsorbate (region I) and DEIDFT denotes
the adsorption energy of the adsorbed molecule calculated
as the DFT energy expectation value using the converged
embedded cluster density.
Table I demonstrates that the local correction
共DEIab initio 2 DEIDFT 兲 imposed by the DFT embedding of the Pd3 cluster significantly improves the PW91
slab adsorption energies. Within the HF approximation,
the adsorption energy is overestimated but the MP-n
results, which account systematically for electron correlation, correct this deficiency. At the highest level of theory
(MP-4), the adsorption energy, DEads 苷 21.55 eV,
agrees very well with the experimental low coverage value
DEexp 艐 21.5 eV [16].
Results for the nonembedded Pd3 cluster are also reported in Table I. In the absence of the embedding potential, the quasidegeneracy of the one-particle energies,
characteristic of transition metal compounds, causes quasisingularities in the many-body perturbation energy expressions, resulting in the divergence of the MP-n series.
All results reported in Table I were obtained by using
the locally truncated conventional gradient expansion [17]
for the kinetic energy functionals in Eq. (3), i.e.,
Ts 苷 TTF 1 1兾9TvW ,
(5)
where TTF and TvW denote the Thomas-Fermi and von
Weizsäcker kinetic energy functionals, respectively. Details on the construction of the kinetic energy potential can
be found elsewhere [9]. Application of a gradient expansion for the kinetic energy functional is consistent with the
treatment of the exchange-correlation functional in Eq. (3),
where we applied the generalized gradient approximation.
As can be seen in Table II, kinetic energy functionals such
as TTF or TZLP [18], which do not contain gradient corrections, give inferior results, as does a local density approximation embedding scheme [9]. Thus, use of gradient
corrections in both the exchange-correlation and kinetic
energy functional components of the embedding potential
is essential for high accuracy.
Beyond accurate calculations of ground state adsorption
energies, this method affords the means to finally calculate electronic excited states on metals. To demonstrate
this, vertical excitation energies for the internal CO singlet/
singlet 1 共5s兾1p ! 2p ⴱ 兲 transition were calculated by
performing CI calculations for the systems Pd3 兾CO and
Pd6 兾CO.
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In order to obtain the orbitals for a subsequent CI
calculation, a CASSCF [19] embedding calculation is performed, in which the active space consists of the 3s, 4s,
5s, 1p, and 2p ⴱ orbitals of the adsorbed CO molecule. A
balanced description of both electronic states is achieved
by constructing state-averaged orbitals for the electronic
ground state and the 1 共5s兾1p ! 2p ⴱ 兲 excited state. The
embedding operators are constructed using these stateaveraged density matrices. This procedure provides
embedding operators which are consistent with the
state-averaged CASSCF energy functional. In a second
step, the CASSCF state-averaged orbitals are used in an
embedding CI calculation within the same configuration
space as in the preceding CASSCF calculation, where now
the embedding operators are constructed from a density
matrix corresponding to the ground state closed-shell
reference configuration [9]. Thus, we assume the embedding operators based on the ground state density to be
applicable in excited state calculations. This procedure
clearly has to be regarded as a first approximation; future
studies will provide insight into its general applicability.
For Pd3 兾CO and Pd6 兾CO, we obtain a vertical excitation
energy of 9.6 and 9.8 eV, respectively (Table III). Obviously, the results are converged with respect to the cluster
size. The data can be directly compared to the experimental electron energy loss spectrum, where a feature in the
experimental spectrum at 14 eV has been assigned to the
1
共5s兾1p ! 2p ⴱ 兲 transition [20]. Although this value is
close to the calculated 1 共5s兾1p ! 2p ⴱ 兲 excitation energy
of CO bound to Pt2 (11.3–12.7 eV) [21], our results clearly
suggest the assignment of Netzer et al. [20] to be incorrect.
Indeed, it has been pointed out in Ref. [22] that for other
substrates such as Ni(100) and Cu(110) this excitation energy is about 9 eV, which is in reasonable agreement with
our result for CO兾Pd(111). The slight overestimation of
the vertical excitation energy is mainly due to basis set
and active space limitations [9]. To underscore the importance of a proper embedding potential, nonembedded
cluster calculations were performed yielding excitation energies of 3.1–4.5 eV, which are certainly too small. This is
due to the insufficient description of the Pauli repulsion between the metal surface and the 2p ⴱ orbital of CO when no
embedding potential is applied. The presence of the extended surface raises the energy of the 2p ⴱ orbital, resulting in a significantly higher excitation energy when our
embedding scheme is used.
In conclusion, we report a new density-based embedded
cluster approach that efficiently bridges the gap between
periodic DFT and quantum chemical cluster calculations.
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TABLE III. Vertical excitation energy for the 1 共5s兾1p !
2p ⴱ 兲 transition: CASSCF(10兾7)兾CI.
DE兾eV

Pd3 兾CO

Pd6 兾CO

With embedding
Without embedding

9.6
4.5

9.8
(3.1) [23]
[6]

For the benchmark system CO兾Pd(111), we were able to
accurately reproduce not only the adsorption energy of the
CO molecule but further to predict the energy of a localized
electronic transition corresponding to a 1 共5s兾1p ! 2p ⴱ 兲
excitation within the adsorbed molecule. This opens the
way more generally for the calculation of local excited
states in bulk metals and on metal surfaces.
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